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We are so proud at William Stockton and Wimboldsley Primary Schools to have such
wonderful children, parents and staff. So firstly we would like to say a huge thank you:
to the children, who have been amazing with their positive attitudes towards learning;
to the parents, who have become teachers; to our Key workers, who are critical to
Covid-19; and also to the amazing staff we have here across the two schools, who are
supporting learning from home and caring for the children who are in school.
We understand that you
may be working from home
and trying to juggle the
demands of your job with
the needs of your children
- we know that this is not
easy. We want to reassure you that
although we are providing ‘work’ for
the children, there is no expectation
for how much work needs to be
completed. School is closed; school
staff are often managing their own
families at home too; some are in the
school buildings providing care for
key worker families’ and vulnerable
children. Therefore, teachers will NOT
be expected to ‘mark work’ (as some
parents have asked) and have been
instructed to only put on class pages,
Google classroom and Twitter what is
manageable. The weeks and months
ahead of us will undoubtedly be testing
for everyone. I would like to thank our
staff for stepping up to this challenge
with such dedication and
determination - they have
shown extraordinary creativity,
flexibility and commitment. Please
do what is right for you and your child
- use the website and Twitter to keep
in touch, we want to retain a feeling of
belonging for each class and as a whole
school community. This is as important
for the children as it is for all of us
#inittogether
Moira Atkins
Federation Executive Head

A message from our Chair of Governors, Margaret Hughes

In recent days school leaders at our schools have worked tirelessly to
create solutions to the national problem of Coronavirus, by remaining
open for the children of key workers and the vulnerable.
Staff are keeping children safe and know that they are taking
a risk reporting to work.
I am keeping in close contact with Mrs Atkins and Mr Allen
and other teachers in school.
I have been tremendously impressed by their dedication and
professionalism: always putting pupils first.
On behalf of the Governing Body and I’m sure, you as parents and pupils,
I would like to thank all the staff for the work that they have done and
continue to do.
Please ensure that you follow Government guidelines by staying at home
and keeping safe.
We are really pleased with the number of children who
have been able to access Google Classrooms and that
we managed to get it all set up before the Government
closed schools. It has meant children have been able
to continue their learning from home and we have
seen some great results.

Twitter has been a hive of activity; there have been so many children sharing
their learning and the different activities that they have been completing at
home: from fairy gardens to reading upside down; from colouring rainbows to
making pancakes; and many more. We are going to have a really skilled bunch of
children when they return - they will have so much to share with us.

Keep an eye on Twitter,
we will be posting daily
challenges.

A small number
of children of
Key Workers
are in school.
They have also
been up to lots
of different
activities; the
teachers have
even managed
to have their
cars washed by
them.

SEN UPDATE
All annual reviews will be arranged for children with Top Up funding and
EHCP’s when we return to school.

A PAGE
JUST FOR
CHILDREN!
FEDERATION TEACHER WORDSEARCH

Find.....

3

something smaller than a paper clip
something you throw away
3 different shaped leaves
an acorn/nut
3 rocks: shiny, flat, knobbly
a forked stick
something round
something that begins with the letter ‘d’
a pink post-it note
something soft
something blue
a piece of bark
Mrs Atkins
Mr Allen
Miss Fletcher
Mrs Orme

Mrs Hazeldine
Mr Johnson
Mrs Gowing
Mr Walters

MAKE YOUR OWN GLITTER JAR

Miss Forshaw
Mrs Whiston
Mrs Ackers

( you might need an adults help for some parts)
l Ask your mum or dad for a jar or plastic bottle and then
decoarte it however you like.
l Fill the bottle up to about 3/4 full with water. Then add
some clear glue, some food colouring and glitter then shake!
l Seal the lild and you are ready to go.

something beginning with the letter ‘g’
something made of plastic
something with numbers on (but not a
watch or a clock)
something you can only use outdoors
something that floats
a wild flower

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE: Can you spot the 8 differences between these two photos taken on the Year 3 residential to Conway?

